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Quantum Photonics (QP), or fifth theory of light, delivers a “Real”, instead of “Virtual” description of optical phenomena. It certainly encompasses previous four optical theories (Ray, Scalar Wave, Electromagnetic wave and Photon Optics) according to Correspondence Principle. It, not only emphasizes on Mathematical viewpoints in Quantum Mechanics, but also emphasizes on Intuitive Physics, about what’s really happening in Atomic scale – atto-second world. QP viewpoints are according to Bohmian Mechanics (late David Bohm’s Theory), which can now explain in details about hidden variables both in classic and relativistic mechanics. Here, we introduce four main postulates of QP- First: Knowledge of the real shape of each molecule in a real Target Material (TM) using Schrodinger equation to estimate physical molecular shapes in a target material; Second: Knowledge of the physical shape of crystal-lattice structure in a real TM using X-ray diffraction interferometry and laboratory measurements to determine the lattice shape in a TM; Third: Knowledge of the rate of Short Range Inter-atomic Forces (SRIF) between molecules in a real TM and inter-atomic forces should be estimated mathematically using Coulomb’s law, ionic, covalence or Vandervals bondings for a specified lattice shape in a TM; Fourth: Space - Time domains analysis and simulation of electron – photon interaction, when photons travel inside of a real TM. MonteCarlo statistical dynamic method, is a good example for a powerful time-domain analysis and simulation of photon-electron interaction in a TM. According to Fifth theory of light: (QP), Fermat Principle is proved. Snell-Descart law, Dispersion and Polarization phenomena can intuitively be described in attosecond time scale. Phase matching condition in Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) and Laser Induced Breakdown (LIB) effects are some other examples explained in attosecond regime, by Quantum Photonics.
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